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Do you know how to start your tourism business?

You know that you have what it takes to make a success in tourism and 
you are sure that the business that you plan to start will be your vehicle to 
success. To be sure, you have attended the Tourism Awareness 
Information Session and you have read through all the literature made 
available to you. You are now ready to attend the valuable Beginners' 
Information Session.

The purpose of the beginner's session is to:

Provide a brief overview of the Tourism Awareness Information 
Session

Understand entrepreneurship

Suggest tools to draw up a professional business plan

Understand financial planning

Know how to set up a business

Provide guidelines on drafting a professional loan proposal

Recommend funding and support organisations that are out there to 
assist you

Ensure that you will be operating legally and within the framework of 
the relevant regulations

Provide expertise on product conceptualisation

Realise the importance of marketing and industry research

The purpose of the beginner's session is also to ensure that the tourism 
product you conceptualise is in line with tourist demand (international and 
domestic). It would also be an advantage if you developed your tourism 
product or experience along the lines of the Integrated Tourism 
Development Framework (ITDF). 

The Integrated Tourism Development Framework is a comprehensive 
document that will serve as a guide for the development of infrastructure 
and products in the tourism industry over the next ten years. The 
framework identifies 11 priority nodes and corridors for tourism 
development in the Western Cape. Each of these priority areas has its 
own unique selling propositions.

Sub-frameworks are currently being developed which will very clearly 
define the investment, infrastructure and marketing frameworks for each 
of these priority areas. 

Beginners' Information Session
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Yes, tourism is an exciting industry, and it does seem that South 
Africa, especially the Western Cape is doing well in terms of the 
growth of our tourism industry. However, is tourism a lucrative 
industry for you? Are your skills needed in tourism? And, do you have 
what it takes to be an entrepreneur in tourism? Tourism presents its 
own set of challenges, and these are not easy to overcome unless 
you have the perseverance and tenacity that is required. 

And if you do have what it takes to make a success of a tourism 
business, which business should it be? Which sector is suitable for 
you? Where is there a gap? Which sectors are unsaturated, and 
where do opportunities exist? All too often, an accommodation 
establishment or tour operating business is started with hard earned 
savings, only to find once the off-peak season arrives in the Western 
Cape that you run the risk of losing all those savings because the 
business you have chosen is not viable. 

These are some of the issues that you have to consider before taking 
the leap of faith to enter the tourism industry as an entrepreneur. As 
government, we have seen too many businesses fail and too many 
people losing money that they have worked very hard to earn. We 
would like to ensure that you make a well-informed decision before 
you decide to start your business. 

By attending a full day tourism awareness information session these 
questions will be discussed by the facilitator and your fellow 
participants. The specific modules that will be covered by this full day 
session are:

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

Tourism Awareness Information Session 

The broad opportunities and challenges in tourism
Policies and frameworks directing the growth of tourism in South 
Africa, and specifically the Western Cape
A discussion of the tools that can be used to assess your 
strengths and weaknesses with regard to the range of 
opportunities in tourism
A discussion of the tools that can be used to assess the tourism 
potential of an area
An identification of the specific, direct and indirect tourism 
opportunities in an area and associated risks
A broad overview of the South African tourism economy, and a 
closer overview of tourism in the Western Cape
A broad overview of the relevant statutory requirements for the 
different options
A broad overview of the support mechanisms, business 
development assistance programmes, institutional programmes 
and potential partnerships and networks

The information that can be received from this session is not only 
limited to what the facilitator can provide. One of the greatest 
outcomes of the session is what you learn from your fellow 
participants. You will soon realise that by networking with other 

possible businesses and individuals, there is a greater chance of 
success in tourism. 

You will also discover that there is already so much information that 
you do have about the tourism industry that you may not be aware of. 
A key component of South African Tourism's Growth Strategy is 
strengthening our Domestic Tourism. Have you thought about your 
immediate community as potential tourists that have not been given 
the opportunity previously? And what about similar communities in 
other parts of the country that may want to visit the Western Cape: 
could they be your potential market?

During the module on assessing your strengths and weaknesses, 
you would have the opportunity to be introspective and look at your 
professional background and abilities, and draw on these strengths 
to explore opportunities in tourism. It may be that you would be more 
successful being a supplier to the tourism industry, rather than 
operate directly in the tourism industry. Be open to considering this 
alternative.

The success of tourism is in thinking laterally, since tourism spans a 
multitude of disciplines. This session will prompt you to think about 
other industries and the potential of tourism around those industries. 
Consider the success of the “Meetings and Conferences” 
component of tourism. This kind of tourism is a result of the potential 
in other industries. 

There may be other opportunities that are waiting to be discovered. 
Attend the Tourism Awareness Information Session and ignite your 
creativity. And then ask the question: “Am I ready for the exciting, yet 
challenging world of tourism?”

If you would like to attend the Tourism Awareness Information 
Session, the THD in your region is the person to contact. They will 
take down your details for our database and notify you when a 
tourism awareness session is planned for your region that you can 
attend.  Feel free to also talk to them about your business idea. They 
may be able to give you some suggestions, and possibly also refer 
you to websites, or provide you with reading material that will assist 
you. Their details are listed in this brochure under the section:

Tourism Entrepreneurship Support Agents (THDs)

“Who can you contact in your region?”

Tourism Awareness Information Manual

If you sign up for the Tourism Awareness Information Session, the 
THD will also supply you with reading material prior to the Tourism 
Awareness Information Session. Read through this information 
before the workshop so that you can be armed with information on 
the industry and have the opportunity to really contribute to the 
discussion, and derive maximum benefit from attending.

Should you enter the tourism industry?

Some businesses manage to break even and make a bit of a profit, but nowhere near the 
potential growth that they could be capitalising on. This happens for a number of 
reasons: 
! business management ability
! access to markets
! access to finance, amongst others

Below a few initiatives are listed which aim to remove some of the obstacles to realising 
the full potential of your business if you have hit the glass ceiling. 

These training sessions have been designed to present you with sophisticated business 
management concepts and best practices that you should be considering in order to 
take your business to that next level. You know the basics, such as financial statements 
and marketing plans, as well as about diversifying your business, motivating your staff 
and a workplace skills plan. You need to think about investment in new product 
development, how to grow your business and whether to take on a partner, for example. 
How can you use the profits from your cash cows (products that are earning you easy 
profits today, but that may not be in demand forever) to develop future star products?

The Department of Economic Development has customised the Advanced Tourism 
Business Training Programme to discuss these issues and help your business break 
through the glass ceiling into the mainstream. These scenario-based sessions are 
limited to the off-peak times when you are doing your preparations for the peak season. 
Valuable concepts and discussion topics have been packed into 8 powerful targeted 
sessions so that you can get the most out of this training time and maximise the time 
spent in your business.

A number of useful concepts can be learned through the advanced business training 
programme, but sometimes you need to discuss your problems and frustrations with 
another businessperson, a mentor, who has walked down that same road before and 
may be able to offer some solutions. There may be a specific person at SA Tourism who 
has just the information you need or someone at DTI who is particularly helpful. Or 
maybe there is another way of coordinating your back office that will limit your 
frustrations. 

This very valuable service is offered as part of the Tourism Mentorship Programme, an 
initiative of the Tourism Business Forum. This programme is funded and driven by the 
Western Cape Department of Economic Development. SATSA administers the fund and 
provides mentors from their membership. CTRU considers preferential market 
exposure to the carefully selected mentees and TEP also contributes by way of the cost 
sharing of further business development required by the mentees to transform them into 
globally competitive enterprises. 

This is a six month programme, taking place during the quieter season, running from 
March to September. 

As part of the Mentorship Programme, a Personal Development Programme and a 
Business Presentation Skills Course is also offered to ensure that any impediments 
to communication, confidence or the clinching of deals are removed for the optimal 
success of your business. 

Advanced Training Programme

Tourism Mentorship Programme

Exhibitor at Indaba

International Shows and Tourism Workshops

Integrated Tourism Entrepreneurship Support Programme (ITESP)

SATSA Membership

 

Once you are at this level of being an established business, you are in all probability reliable 
in terms of meeting international demand, and levels of service. At this point, you may apply 
to attend Indaba as an exhibitor with a stand. Your application will be successful if:
! Your business stands to gain from exposure at Indaba rather than at another 

tradeshow,
! If your business is ready to meet the demand, 
! If the space and budget available permits.

Opportunities to attend international tourism shows and trade workshops together with 
CTRU on a subsidised basis are extended to SMME's who have participated in the 
mentorship programme and have successfully participated in the Cape Tourism Showcase 
and Indaba. SMME's must be able to demonstrate that their products/services target the 
market relevant to the trade shows or workshop in order to be considered for participation 
in the specified International Trade Show or Workshop.

Through ETEYA (Entrepreneur of the Year Award), an initiative of SA Tourism, the finalists 
in each of the provinces are sent to the WTM (World Travel Market) in London. The                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
Tourism Business Forum forms the panel who decides which businesses to nominate from 
the Western Cape.

ITESP represents a partnership between CTRU, Department of Economic Development 
and Tourism (DEDT) and the Development Bank of Southern Africa (DBSA) and is 
intrinsically linked to the outcomes of the iKapa Elihlumayo lead strategy as it will contribute 
to economic growth, reduce unemployment, increase the demographic spread of 
ownership in the tourism industry and promote participation in the broader economy.

The main aim of the ITESP is to provide integrated support to tourism Small Medium 
Enterprise (SMEs) including access to capital, skills and markets. The programme will link 
SMEs with mainstream tourism business and financial institutions.   

The programme can be accessed through:
! Accredited agents who will submit applications on a case by case basis
! The Department's mentorship programme
! Referrals from the Real Enterprise Development (RED) Door advisors.

Contact: Spetho Siyengo
Tel:  (021) 483-9463
Fax: (021) 483-3018
E-mail: ssiyengo@pgwc.gov.za

At this level you could apply for SATSA Membership. SATSA is internationally recognised 
as a credible organisation that accredits only those tourism businesses who are reliable 
and can meet international demands of service excellence. Membership to SATSA opens a 
whole market of opportunities, not only with international operators and buyers, but also 
amongst SATSA members themselves. 

Contact: Linda Roodman
Tel: (021) 702-3781
Fax: (021) 702-3781
E-mail: satsawc@iafrica.com
Website: www.satsa.com

Have you hit the glass ceiling?Are you struggling to make a profit? 

We know that the majority of our entrepreneurs do not have a business 
background or formal business training, let alone the experience of running a 
business in the dynamic and challenging tourism industry. Another problem is 
access to markets, and finance. Our response is a comprehensive set of 
services and programmes targeted at meeting these needs.

Most entrepreneurs recognise that some formal business training would greatly 
advance the professionalism of their business, but do not have the money or 
time to spend months at a business school doing courses in business 
management. For this reason, the Department of Economic Development made 
the decision to offer tourism business management training sessions at a 
greatly reduced rate. Not only are there only 8 (eight) full day sessions in one 
year, but these are limited to the off-peak times when most entrepreneurs are 
doing their preparations for the peak season. We have also ensured that the 
training is tourism-specific and scenario-based. Case studies, marketing 
channels, pricing, and other issues are discussed from a tourism perspective. 
We have ensured that training is customised to you, the tourism entrepreneur, 
so that you are equipped to manage and grow your tourism business, at your 
convenience, during the off-peak period in the Western Cape, in 8 succinct and 
powerful sessions. 

After you have attended the Intermediate Training Programme and you 
understand all the concepts discussed as part of that programme, you may have 
even implemented some of the tools that you have learnt. However, you still 
need one-on-one support in the form of coaching to implement the rest of the 
tools to ensure that your business breaks even and becomes profitable. Speak 
to your local THD agent to see whether you would be eligible for Fast Track, 
which, through basic mentorship, could achieve the following objectives in your 
business:
* Registration of your business with CIPRO, any patents (if applicable), 

CTRU (E-business), TEP and local tourism bureau.
* Link to regional RED Door and additional support offered locally
* Attendance at Cape Tourism Showcase and Showcase training, if relevant 
* Adequate Financial Records Kept and Financial Statements produced
* Comprehensive Business Plan produced by yourself
* Networking sessions with other entrepreneurs and established businesses 

in the region
* Inclusion in directory of goods & services 
* Link to Tradeworld Sourcelink, to Supply Chain Management of Provincial & 

local Government and to Incubator facilities, if available and necessary, 
linked to Red Door.

* Increased access to business opportunities
* Assistance with promotional collateral (business cards, brochures, if 

applicable)
* Professional image
* Personal Development Programme

One of the first successful initiatives of the Western Cape-based Tourism 
Business Forum was the Cape Tourism Showcase in 2002, which has been 
taking place annually ever since. The Cape Tourism Showcase takes place 
annually in August and approximately 140 businesses are given the opportunity 
to exhibit. 

Intermediate Training Programme

Fast Track

The Cape Tourism Showcase

The broad outcomes of the ITDF will be discussed in the Tourism 
Awareness Session. In the Beginners' Session, the ITDF will be 
discussed in depth with regard to the Tourism Development Areas (TDAs) 
that are applicable to your region. 

If you are accepted for the Beginners Information Session the THD will 
supply you with the Beginners Information manual prior to the session. 
Read through this information before the workshop so that you can be 
armed with information on how to start your tourism business. This will 
ensure that you have the opportunity to really contribute to the discussion, 
and derive maximum benefit from attending.

For more information on the ITDF and other relevant policies, refer to the 
following section in this brochure:

It is often the individuals who have travelled extensively and know what 
seems to work in other popular tourism destinations around the world that 
are successful in tourism. They know exactly how to use the best assets 
of their particular region to turn into a tourist attraction. Not all emerging 
entrepreneurs have had this opportunity, unfortunately but key insights in 
this regard will be shared with you in this section. The facilitators have 
been carefully selected both for their tourism knowledge and experience 
in training as well as their personality and approachability to potential 
entrepreneurs.

These are some of the topics that will be covered in the full day Beginners' 
Session, designed to ensure that new tourism businesses can put their 
best foot forward when stepping into the tourism industry. The beginner's 
information session takes place at least twice per year.  These sessions 
as well as all other tourism business development programmes are 
conducted in all six regions of the Western Cape.  From the outset we 
want to ensure that you have every chance of success. 

The Tourism Entrepreneurship Support Agent in your region will invite you 
to attend the Beginners' Session. They will have your details that you 
have supplied for our database prior to attending the Awareness Session. 
They will keep in contact with you to receive your evaluation of the 
awareness session and whether or not you have decided to enter the 
challenging yet exciting world of tourism. If you are sure about your future 
in tourism, they will invite you to the Beginner's Session.

They may also be able to provide some assistance to you after you have 
attended the Beginner's Session, when you are busy drawing up your 
own business plan or loan proposal. Thrash out your ideas with them and 
discuss the way you have written your plan to see whether it would sound 
acceptable to a potential financier or investor.

“Policies that will impact on your business”

The Tourism Entrepreneurship Support Agent (THD)

Beginners Information Manual

We understand that the new emerging products may need a stepping stone to 
Indaba, where they get a taste of what a tourism trade show is all about before 
embarking on the costly exercise of attending Indaba. Indaba may also not be for 
everybody. Many tourism businesses depended on the annual Indaba as the 
platform to exhibit their tourism business, but this does not suit all tourism 
businesses. There are a number of individual accommodation places or 
restaurants that would not be considered by international delegates at Indaba, 
since they are one individual product. However, they may be considered as part of a 
package of tourism experiences. Few international buyers would be looking at 
putting their own packages of experiences together. They would rather prefer to 
purchase packages of experiences from a reputable operator. 

We therefore saw the opportunity of providing these reputable operators with new, 
fresh, emerging products that they could incorporate into their packages. This 
required a separate tradeshow … the Cape Tourism Showcase!

Cape Town Routes Unlimited (CTRU) for Cape Town and the Western Cape is 
usually responsible for the smooth operations of the event. However, all the 
partners of the Tourism Business Forum are responsible for various aspects of the 
event and take strategic decisions required to make sure that the Cape Tourism 
Showcase meets its objectives of providing an effective marketing platform for 
emerging product.

Attending Indaba as a roving exhibitor is an opportunity extended to businesses 
who have attended the Showcase for a year or more and / or who would benefit 
from attending the Indaba. This means that you do not have a stand at Indaba, but 
you can make appointments with potential buyers, partners, associations, support 
organisations and so much more. We find that when exhibitors start off at Indaba 
with a stand, they are “chained” to the stand. However, as a roving exhibitor, there is 
a realisation that networking, moving around and being noticed, sussing out the 
competition and the standards and practices of stand design, is the other 90% of 
benefits that can be derived from such a massive show such as Indaba. Exhibitors 
are more likely to return the following year deriving the other 90% of benefits, while 
also having a stand as one promotional tool. 

Indaba training is provided prior to the show, to ensure that the exhibitors make the 
best use of this valuable opportunity.

The Tourism Enterprise Programme (TEP) is an initiative of the Business Trust. The 
main aim of TEP is to encourage and facilitate the growth and expansion of tourism 
enterprises in response to the increasing demand for tourism activity by:
Financial assistance to tourism SMME's for Marketing, Training and professional 
services.
Assistance to large operators, investors, SMME's and HDE in identifying viable 
linkages or business opportunities. 

If you invest in any capital infrastructure as part of your tourism business, the DTI 
reimburses you with a certain percentage of your investment. Conditions apply. For 
more information, please refer to the section:

Indaba Roving

Tourism Enterprise Programme (TEP)

The Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) Incentives

“Other SMME Support Organisations”

(Visit www.tep.co.za for updates on this 
programme.)

How can we
support your

tourism business?

The Department of
Economic Development

Western Cape


